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    ABSTRACT We found from fieid observation data in two reservoirs that the hydraulic state

    affbctthe type of aRtenna pigmeBts of doiniRant cyanobacteria. To clarify the processes of this

    phenomenon, we analyzed theoretically the effects of hydrau}ic states on phytoplaRktoR commu-

    nity based on characteristics of absorp{ion by antenna pigments aRd underwater light regime. By

    tlkeoretical analysis we found that phycocyaniR--rich cyanobacterla (PC--type) favor shallow stable

    stratification based on the relationship between tke absorption characteristics of antenna pigment

    and red light penetrative optical condition. Furthermore, this hypothesis can also explain the

    growth condition ofbloom formifig cyanobacteria. This stratification condkioR can be estimated

    as the critical buoyancy frequency (IV2.,). This hypothesis is verified "sing field data.

Key Words: antenna pigment, cyaBobacteria, phytopiankton competition, stratification

1ntroduction

  Algal blooms caused by harmfu1 cyanobacteria is an important subject in water envirioRmentai

management. Therefore, numerous studies have been already carried out during the past severa} decades.

Particularly, reguirement of shallow stable hydraglic states for bloom forrning was poin£ed out by Oliver &

GaRf(2000). One ofthe most impor£ant measures for prevention ofalgal bloom is the artificial circulation

(Reynolds l997), which destroy the stable hydraulic structure. From field observation data of reservoirs iR

which the equipraefit were instal}ed, we fouRd that hydraulic states seemed to affect tke antenRa pigment

type of dominant cyanobacteria. Although some stsdies pointed out the effects of underwater light regime

upon antenna pigrr}ent type of dominant phytoplankton (Glover et al. I986, Callieri et aL 1996, Pick l991,

V6r6s et al 1998), the effect of hydraulic states remains unknown. We analyze tkeoretically tke efliects

of kydraulic condition on phytoplankton comm"nity based on characteristics of absorption by ansenna

pigments and extinction ofunderwater light, and attempt to explain this phenomenon gsing our hypothesis.
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Field Observation Data

  In order to optimize planniRg and managing artifi-

cia} destratification, usefu}, simple, and a reasonab}e

index is necessary. We investigated the relationship

between the abundance of cyanobacteria and buoyancy

frequency (IV2) in two eutrophic reservoirs in Japafi

(Fig. 1). Different type of artificia} destratification

equipments were installed in each reservoir fbr the

prevention of water bloom. The dominant cyaitobac-

teria was Phormidittm tennue in the K dam reservoir

and was mainiy Mierocystis aeruginosa in the H dam

reservelr.

  Althot}gh the scatter of data is high in Fig.1, the col-

ony nuinber ofboth PC-type ofPhonniidium (Fig.1(a))

and cyanobacteria (Microqystis) (Fig.1(b)) increase

         oin higher M condition. In a qualitative point of view,

this relatjo"ship agrees with many previous studies

(Oliver & Ganf 200e). However, ifi the quantitative

view point, what N2 means in phy£oplankton dynamics

is not yet resolved. In addition to above, the increase

of phycoerythrin-rich type (PE--type) Pkormoidierm in

lower Ai2 coRdition (Fig. 1(a)) cannot be explained

from previous studies (G}over et al. 1986, Callieri et

aL l996, Pick l99i, V6r6s et al l998). rlb explain this

tendency, we attempt to ai3alyze theoretically as shown

in tke followiRg sections.
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Fig. 1. The relationship between Af2 and cyanobac-

teria abundance. (a)Rhormidittm sp in the K dam res-

ervoir. O, PC type; × , PE type. N- was calculated at

total (l5--20m) depth. (b) large colony cyanobacteria

(mainly 2td}civqystis) in the H dam reservoir. O,before

                                    7artificial circulation; @, after artificial circulation. NL

was calculated at 5m deptli.

Theery ---- Antenna Pigments anci Buoyancy Frequency Hypothesi$ -

  We propose a hypothesis of antenna pigments-buoyancy frequency. This theory explains how opticai and

hydrau}ic characteristics ofwater bodies affect in situ phytopiankton popuiation competition.

  As described above, there have been aiready some studies, which fbcused on the relationship between

antenna pigment aRd underwater light spectrum. For example in cyaBobacteria, roughly, there are two

types of antenna pigment; PC-type, wkick mainly absorb red color long-wave light; PE-type, which

mainly absorb green co}or shorter-wave length than red (V6r6s et al 1998). Which type becomes dominant

depend on most penetrative wave length underwater light in many iakes and reservoirs. However, based

on that photosynthetic abiHty ofphytoplankton subject to depeRd on hydraulic states, such as mixed depth

(Reynolds i997) or critical depth (Sverdrup l953) and critical turbuleRce (Huisman et al. 1999), we

tried to propose a new theory. That is, phytoplankton popu!ation competition can be affected by net only
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of vertical profiles of opti¢al and photosynthetic factors. (a) photon fiux ef red and

green light (b) photosynthesis and respiration at depth z of PC type and Pg type (c) depth integral net photosynthesis(DINP)

of each antenna pigments type. (x.. is euphotic depth fbr each type, z,, is equilibrium depth for each types competition, z,. is

critical depth (Sverdrup l953))

                    fiMf>c,,,t =Il'sCi'`'X log(I,.,IiilPJC,,-ie-xliliS-eR:tn )mRpc ZM (1)

Where, PP.C. is the gross photosynthetic rate (d"i), PAe,., is the liglit saturatecl gross photosynthetic rate(d`'), IR, is the

underwater photon fiux density of red light at surface UtU m"2 s`i), eR is the extinction coeflicient of red light(m"), lkRc, is

the half saturation photon flux density ¢orresponding to red light ofPC-type (LtE m-2 s']). Trlie equations for PE-type can be

expressed by converting PC given in the subscript inte PE and R into G.

Foiaowing assumptions are Lised: First, PC-type depends on oRly red light and PE-･type depends on only green light in their

photosynthesis (Callieri et aL 1996). Second, each wave Eength of light attenuated has an inherent extinction coeMcient,

Third, each type efphytoplaRkton is distributed ufiiformly in the mixed layer.

underwater light regime but also hydraulic state through the absorption characteristics of antenna pigments.

  For example, if we assume competition betweeR two types of anteRAa pigmeBt cyanobac£eria, that is

PC-type and PE-type, the explanation given below seems possible. Shaliow mixed depth would rnake the

conditions favorable for tke PC-type because red light exist only in the shallow layer. CoBverse conditioR

favor the PE-type. Under some assumptions, this competition state can be estimated by whether mixed

deptk reack the equilibrium depth (z,,). N2 is a usefu1 index of hydraulic stability (Imberger & Patterson

1990) aRd based on tkis, we propose that A'2 between surface and arbitrary depth would be useful index for

tke estimation ofphytoplanktoB population competition.

TheoreticaE Anaeysis

The effect of rnlxed depth on competition between PC-type and PE-type

  IR order to aRalyze our hypothesis, we used some assumptions (See Fig.2 caption). Fo}lowing these

assumptions, deptk integrated net photosyntketesis (DINP) of each type caB be estimated by the following

equation (alse see Fig.2). Fig. 2 shows these vertical profiles with a eomparisofi of PC-type and PE-type.

This competitive relation can be estimated as the ratio ofDINP ofeach pigrnents types (EPCPE).
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                                nPCPE=.ffM j7)c,,, /JUrM4E.,, (2)

  We analyzed the behavior of zPCPE as a relationship between the ratio of gG and eR (rs) and mixed

depth. Fig. 3 skows the analytical results based oll biological parameters of picocyanobacteria (51yneeoe-

coeus sp.) (Callieri et al. I996). There are five areas of nPCPE according to zmi,2ieu and rs. Except for area

V , it is possible iR four areas that DINP of both or each type is positive. Only in area V , mixed depth is

too deep fbr positive DINP ofboth types. It gives rise to these five areas tkat smaller re and smaller zmLiezt

make PC-type ethcient £han PE-type as well as that diffbrent critical deptks for each pigment type. The

depeRdence characteristics of itPCPE on rs agrees with previous st"dies (Glover et al. 1986, Callieri et

al. I996, Pick 1991, V6r6s et al l998). Partic"larly, in moderate rs, mixed depth can determine dominaRt

antenna plgment type.

  Addltion to this analytical results, we try to analyze large colony PC-type cyanobacteria (LCPC) based

on the parameters of Microaystis aerttginosa (co}ony form) (Reynolds et al. I981, Reynolds 1989).

Although it is similar to the PC-type picocyanobacteria that the critical depth is greater in low re, critical

depth of LCPC is shallower than picocyanobacteria and deepest critical depth is only tkree times as that

of euphotic depth. The reason for this is lower maximum photosynthetic rate of LCPC (Reynolds 1997).

Particularly, in tke higher re area, which correspond to a high transparency water body, extremely smali

zmkeLt allows net photosynthesis to become positive. Therefore this is one ofthe reasons why the growth
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Fig. 3 rPCPE as a function ofzmlzeu and re, and euphotic depth. (a) Selid thick lines indicate boundary ofeach area and

dashed thick line indicates critical depth of LCPC (ex. Microcystis aeruginosa). ParticularlM the solid tltick line bounded be-

tween area II and ill is zeq as shown in Fig.I(c). ; (b) wave length-smoothed euphotic depth (z,. ) in accordance with re based

on jerlov's water types (Jerlov 1976). Since euphotic depth is strictly defined as the depth in which gross photesynthesis

is equal to respiration rate, even in same water body it depends on phytoplankton species. Considering conventienal water

quality index, however, we calculated the euphotic depth using transparency. Thus, this euphotic depth does not ¢onsider any

specific phytoplankton species.
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ofLCPC is restricted to e"trophic lakes and reservoirs (Reynoids 1997) that tend to be }ower in trafispar-

ency and has a lower r6. However, eveg in these eutrophic lakes and reservoirs, the condition that mixed

depth exceeds the depth as much as several times of euphotic depth is considered Rot to be suitable for

LCPC.

Critlcal stability and wlRd speed

  As described below, we analyzed the index of estimation for in silu mixing condition fbr phytoplankton

population competitioR. General}y, the stability of stratification caR be estimated by Ai2 (Iinberger & Pat-

terson 1990). However, this can only represent stability, but not actual mixing states. ConsideriRg the time

scale ofphytoplankton dynamics, the major external fbrcing facter can be assumed to be the wind. MixiRg

condition based on wind stirring and stratification can be estimated from Wedderburn number (Imberger &

Patterson 199e). Therefore, we combined simply these two parameters and obtained £he following equation

for critical N2 (N2.,).

     N2.. = P. /P 'CD 'L'Uie'ff"3 (3)

  where p. is tke dellsity ofair, His the depth, CD is the drag coefficient, Uio is tke wind speed at heigh£ 1O

m above water surface, L is the basin scale. As shown in the Fig. 4, ifwe assume ordinary wind velocity at

Uio as several mls and depth at zm= 1Om, ?V2 under O(1O"`) ,which corresponding £o N2., to represent mixing

condition.

Discu$sion

  As shown in Fig. 2, in the range of

medium to Iow rE condition cerresponding

to many inland water bodies (Kirk, 1983),

stratification condition can affect the compe-

tition dynamics of differeRt antenna pigment

type. Because maximum photosylltketic rate

of large colony algae tends to be smal}er

(Reynolds 1997), critical depth of LCPC

tends to be sha}lower. Furthermore, firom

theoretical analysis, actual mixing state can

be estimated by Ai2. In both reservoirs shown

in Fig. 1, N2 and the corresponding calcu-

lated depth exceeds M., aRd z,,, respectively

seems suitable for PE-type dominaRce.

Furthermore, AX2.. of both reservoirs agree

with Reynolds's empirical critical value of

S-strategy type phytoplaRktoR (Reynolds
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1993) (such as Maertrginosa, folvox, Peridinium, characterized by bigger size, and slower growth rate).

  However, in this research, there are several limitations such as the effect of other popu}ations, the

assumption of steady state, aRd tlte generality of re (Priegr & Sathyendranath 1981). Furthermore, for

investigation iR relation to pigments of cyanobac{eria, consideration about chromatic adaptatioR (TaRdeau

1977) is necessary. However, in additioR to tke agreement with some of previous studies about optical

viewpoiRts (Pick l99l, V6r6s et aL l998), and reguirement ofshallow s£able stratification for cyanobacte--

                                              ,rial bloom (Huisman 1999, Wallane & Hamikon 2000), Ai-,. which we proposed is practical and useful fbr

plaRning aRd manageraent of artificial destratification.

  In the fkture, it is necessary to verify thls hypothesis usiRg more field data, and a}so to investigate the

relation to other factors such as buoyancy regulation ofcyanobacteria (Oliver & Ganf2000). Moreover, for

optimization of artificial destratification, it is Recessary to clarify arbitrary equipment specification based

on previous hydraulic studies (Asaeda & Iinc}berger 1993).
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